The monthly newsletter from the Space Science
Environmental & Engineering Foundation.

NEWS

We look at the latest space news from around the
world.

NASA's Webb Reveals Cosmic
Cliffs, Glittering Landscape of
Star Birth. Read More

Glasgow students win
£600,000 climate satellite
design competition. Read
More

Virgin Orbit mission success
brings UK launch another
step closer. Read More

Gaia discovers rarely spotted
" Starquakes" in most
detailed galaxy survey to
date. Read More

UK takes the lead in
exoplanet mission with £30
million investment. Read
More

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Q&A Corner with Alison
Ahearn

( a judge for the
UKSDC):
Teachers aren't Clients aren't
Teachers:(or how to
understand your client) Read
More

FEATURE

James Webb: NASA space telescope delivers
spectacular pictures
Stunning images of a "stellar nursery" and a "cosmic
dance" have been acquired by Nasa's new $10bn space
telescope. Read More

COOL SCHOOLS

Everyone's a winner: QE

boys hit the heights.
Fifty boys battle it out in a
Galactic Challenge at Queen
Elizabeth's School, Barnet. Read
More

PROFILE ON SPACE SOCIETIES

This month we profile The
British Interplanetary Society
(BIS) and how they connect
people to create, educate
and inspire, and advance
knowledge in all aspects of
astronautics. Read More

CAREERS IN SPACE

Apprentices at Airbus Matt & Ellie
Be inspired by a range of
individuals currently working
in the space industry and
explore how they use
science, technology,
engineering and maths
(STEM) skills in their
everyday lives.
Watch Here

#SPACE ON SOCIAL

Lightyear

Take a peak at the new space
movie from Disney and Pixar
featuring our favourite astronaut
Buzz Lightyear! Watch Here

Sleeping in Space with
Astronaut Chris Hadfield.
Watch here

Make a Pastel Aurora. Here's
how

Learn how to draw an
astronaut. Here's how

GOOD NEWS STORIES

Get in touch with any good
news stories!

Here's how

GET INVOLVED

If your school would like more information on any of SSEF's
programmes, please contact Nichola Dale - n.dale@ssef.org.uk

Other ways to get involved with the SSEF
Donate
Become a Sponsor
Volunteer

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

Thanks for reading. If you value our non-profit,
non-partisan newsroom, please consider a
donation to SSEF.
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